[T-cell receptor repertoire in tumor infiltrating lymphocytes within malignant brain tumors].
Expression of T cell receptor (TCR) V alpha and V beta genes in tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) within human malignant brain tumor was examined. Primers for 18 different human TCR V alpha and 21 V beta families were used to analyze TCRV-(D)-J-C gene rearrangements in TILs in 8 human malignant glioma specimens obtained at surgery. Using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method, we detected limited TCR variable region, V alpha gene expression in malignant glial tumors and also V alpha 7 and V alpha 12 TCR genes were preferentially expressed. Usage of TCR V beta gene was not as restricted as in TCR V alpha. These TILs expressing a limited repertoire of TCRs might be isolated, expanded, and used therapeutically for treatment of malignant brain tumors.